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Time-resolved measurements of stress effects on solid-phase epitaxy
of intrinsic and doped Si

W. Barvosa-Cartera) and M. J. Azizb)

Division of Engineering and Applied Science, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

~Received 26 March 2001; accepted for publication 25 May 2001!

The effect of externally applied in-phase stresses on the solid-phase epitaxial growth rate of both
intrinsic and B-doped Si has been measured using time-resolved reflectivity. The data are described
phenomenologically by a product of a function of concentration, an Arrhenius function of
temperature, and a Boltzmann factor in the product of the stress and the activation strainV* , with
V11* 5(10.1460.04) and (10.1760.02) times the atomic volume, in intrinsic and B-doped
material, respectively. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1386399#
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The understanding of how stress affects the kinetics
condensed-phase processes has been an active topic
search for several decades. This topic has become espe
important recently, however, with the increasing use
strained epitaxial thin films in microelectronics, and the a
vent of recent research on highly strained systems suc
quantum dots.1 The kinetic processes at play in all of the
systems are governed not only by thermodynamic driv
forces ~i.e., the energydifferencesbetween configurations!
but also by themobility of the species or interfaces involve
~i.e., the energybarriers to migration.! Over a century of
work has been done to quantify stress effects on driv
forces,2 but research into how stress affects mobilities, ev
at the phenomenological level, is relatively recent. Su
work is likely to become crucial to understanding the high
driven kinetic processes used to form increasingly none
librium new materials. Ultimate control over even mode
ately strained systems, such as many semiconductor he
structures, may also rely on understanding of how str
affects barriers to surface diffusion.

To date, several phenomenological frameworks h
been put forth to characterize stress effects on mobility.3,4 In
the activation strain framework of Aziz and co-workers4

which reduces readily to the activation volume framewo
commonly used to interpret high-pressure studies of kin
processes such as diffusion, viscous flow, and crystal gro
the components of the activation strain tensorV* are given
by

Vi j* 5kT@] ln M ~s,T!/]s i j #, ~1!

whereM is an atomic or interfacial mobility,s is the stress,
andkT has the usual meaning. Under a general state of st
the components ofV* describe the response of the mobili
to applied tensions and shears. Mechanistically,V* is related
to dimension changes in the sample upon point defect
ation and migration.

In order to investigate the stress dependence of mo
ties, we have been studying5 the stress effects on solid-pha
epitaxial growth~SPEG! of crystalline Si~001! into amor-
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phous Si. We have found the interface velocityy to be de-
scribed by

y~s,T!5y0e2E* /kTes i j Vi j* /kT@12eDGac~s,T!/kT#, ~2!

where v0 is an orientation-dependent prefactor,E* is the
activation energy, andDGac is the free energy change pe
atom upon crystallization. Because under all experimen
conditions the bracketed thermodynamic factor in Eq.~2! is
nearly constant, the stress dependence ofy is the stress de-
pendence ofM.

In this work, we focus on two new aspects of the stre
dependence:~a! when the properties of one phase~in this
case the amorphous phase!6 are time dependent, what effec
~if any! this has onV* and our ability to quantify it; and~b!
how to modify Eq.~2! when a local impurity~in this case a
dopant! affects the mobility. In order to more fully quantify
these effects, we have usedin situ time-resolved reflectivity
~TRR!.7 When the sample is under stress, any time dep
dence of the velocity, and hence ofV* , can be determined
Also TRR can be sensitive to changes in interfacial rou
ness, which we have shown to be important for syste
where stress-dependent mobilities dominate, such as the
of Si~001! SPEG.8

The loading and optical geometry is shown schem
cally in Fig. 1. In this arrangement, a stresss11 is applied in
the plane of the amorphous-crystal interface and by mea
ing the stress dependence ofy we can determineV11* . The
experimental apparatus for annealing samples under loa
similar to that described elsewhere,5 with the addition of op-
tical access to the sample in order to measure, in real timt,
the growth rate using TRR. Samples were fabricated fr
0.034-in.-thick, double-side polished~001! silicon wafers,
amorphized on one side using ion-implantation at LN2 tem-
peratures~28Si1, 131015/cm2 at 60 keV followed by 2

FIG. 1. Sample geometry. Force is applied perpendicular to the@001#
growth direction.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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31015/cm2 at 180 keV; doped samples added11B1, 5
31015/cm2 at 50 keV!. All samples were diced, either alon
or at 45° to@110# cleavage directions, into long rectangul
bars with dimensions approximately 0.034 in. square
0.250 in. long with the long sides of the bars consisting
the polished~001! surface and either~110! or ~010! surfaces.
For all samples, the measured growth rates at zero s
were found to be comparable to growth rates for similar m
terial reported in the literature.9 For annealing under stres
all samples were pre-annealed for 1 h at 450 °C tothermally
stabilize the apparatus.10

Figure 2 shows the results of a typical experiment
intrinsic samples subsequently regrown at 520 °C. Crack
typically limited the length of time each sample could
held under a given load, and load was applied for part of
regrowth only. This method allowed the growth rate befo
and after regrowth under load to be checked. The sample
initially held at minimal load. The load was then increased
create a large compressive stress ofs11520.5 GPa, and
then reduced towards the end of the anneal. The TRR
tained during the anneal@Fig. 2~a!# was then fit to a theoret
ical TRR trace andy(t) was extracted.11 Noise and laser
beam shifts typically made absolute reflectivity measu
ments difficult, and so relative maxima and minima in t
reflectivity were scaled to the theoretical values.

For all intrinsic samples, we observed thatv decreased
upon the application of load@Fig. 2~b!#. To characterize the
change inv due to stress, the average velocity under lo
was compared with an interpolation of the zero stress d
before and after application of stress. Averaging over ei
experiments gives a value ofV11* 5(10.1460.04)V, where
V is the atomic volume of the crystal, which compares w
with the ex situ results of Aziz et al. of V11* 5(10.15
60.01)V. No significant statistical difference betwee
samples stressed along@100# or @110# was observed. Gener

FIG. 2. Response of growth rate for intrinsic samples to applied stress~a!
Time-resolved reflectivity~TRR! from an intrinsic sample;~b! velocity ex-
tracted from the TRR curve. The dashed vertical lines demarcate the
regions where stress was increased and reduced. The open square sym
~b! were excluded from the linear fit~solid line! to the high-stress velocity
data.
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ally we observe thatV11* is constant~or possibly slightly
increasing12! with time.

The boron doping used in the second set of samples
several effects. First, doping enhances the growth rate,
lowing the anneal temperature to be reduced to 500 °C. T
reduction in anneal temperature had the beneficial effec
reducing the rate of bulk plastic flow in the crystal, cons
quently reducing the incidence of sample failure by duc
fracture, and allowing the application of higher stresses. A
ditionally, for these samples we applied stress after the in
face had passed through the peak of the boron implant~as
determined by the interface velocity measured using TR!.
Under these conditions, spontaneous stress-induced roug
ing of the interface is inhibited.13

Figure 3~a! shows TRR obtained from several boro
doped samples regrown with applied stress compared
TRR from a sample regrown without stress. From the tim
of the intensity maxima and minima after the time wh
stress was applied, it can be seen thaty(t) decreases mono
tonically with applied stress. However, quantification of th
result is complicated somewhat by the nonuniform dop
profile which leads to changes in velocity with depth. Inste
of attempting to deconvolute the velocity changes due
doping from those due to stress, we use a simple sca
ansatz where we assume that the stress and dopant effec
separable, i.e.

y~s,T,c~z!!5A~T!B~s/kT!C~c~z!!, ~3!

where A(T) is a purely temperature dependent fact
B(s/kT) gives the dependence on stress, andC(c(z)) gives

e
ls in

FIG. 3. Response of growth rate for doped samples to applied stress~a!
TRR for samples with increasing applied compressive stress. The
scales for the stressed samples are normalized to the zero stress curve
unstressed~before t560 s! growth rates.~b! TRR for all doped samples
scaled to the zero stress curve along with scaling factors used. For cl
only the portions of each TRR curve obtained when the sample is un
stress are shown.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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the dependence on the depth-dependent local impurity
centrationc(z). The advantage of this analysis method
that we do not assume any particular form forC(c), al-
though several suggestions for its explicit form have be
made.14 If Eq. ~3! is valid then the only effect of stress is t
scale the time axis of the TRR curve by the factorB. Hence,
the activation strain is given by

V11* 52~] ln B/]s11!T,s i j Þ11
. ~4!

Figure 3~b! shows the experimental curves scaled to the z
stress curve along with the factors ofB used. The scaling for
thes11520.5 and20.75 GPa data is within the experime
tal error for full regrowth~i.e., even for scaled times past th
portions of the curves shown!. However, the data for the two
21.0 GPa samples deviate away from acceptable scaling
ter about 65 nm of growth under stress~i.e., aftert;68 s!.
The deviation for these two samples can be explained
cause crack formation was clearly observed in each sam
during times coincident with the portion of the anneal whe
we observe this deviation~see again Ref. 12!. In any case,
the TRR obtained prior to cracking scales closely to the z
stress curve using a single value ofB. The fact that we can
achieve good scaling for crack-free samples also indic
that V11* in boron-doped samples is largely independent
time, consistent with our observations for intrinsic sampl

Fitting lnB vs s11 with Eq. ~4! gives V11* 5(10.17
60.02)V, which is slightly higher but consistent with th
value forV11* found for intrinsic samples. Also, as in the ca
of the intrinsic samples, no significant difference is fou
between compressing the samples along@110# or @100#. Ad-
ditionally, good scaling is obtained through regions of bo
higher and lower boron concentrations, justifying our a
sumption that the stress and doping effects are separab

There has been considerable effort over the past
decades to understand both the atomistic mechanism gov
ing SPEG in Si and the observed doping dependence.9 Mod-
els for the rate enhancement due to doping typically ass
that SPEG occurs in part through migration of neutral a
charged dangling bonds at the amorphous-crystal interf
with the fraction of charged dangling bonds being det
mined by the dopant level. The observation that Eq.~3! ap-
pears to hold and the fact that we measureV112* for doped
layers to be similar~within experimental error! to V11* for
intrinsic layers suggests that stress effects on the barrie
defect formation and migration are independent of cha
state. This argument applies to any defect model chose
describe the mechanism and doping dependence of SPE

We also observe no significant time dependence of
activation strain, a fact that places further constraints on
tenable defect models for SPEG of Si. The stress in
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amorphous phase tends to relax over time by viscous flo6

and for the anneal times and temperatures used here w
timate this reduction to be;8%. If V11* depends on the stres
in the amorphous layer, then we should observe a stres
fect whose magnitude decreases slightly over time. In c
trast, in all cases we observe a stress effect that rem
largely constant~if not slightly increasing in the case of in
trinsic samples! in magnitude. Additionally, our results fo
V11* are in agreement with those of Aziz, Sabin, and Lu4 for
whose samples we estimate the degree of amorphous r
ation to be;70%. The fact that all measurements to date
V11* agree, even though the stress state of the amorph
phase is so different in each case, suggests that the s
state of the amorphous phase plays a minimal role in de
mining V11* and, by inference,V* as whole. Hence, any
mechanism for Si SPEG in which a significant contributi
to the rate limitation involves either defect formation or m
gration in the amorphous phase appears unlikely.
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